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[1] It is well known that in many cases rock permeability depends upon in situ stress
conditions and on the pressure of the flowing fluid. Parallel and quasi-parallel joints
represent one of the most often observed permeability structures. Frequently, joint sets are
closely spaced and although joint mechanical interaction could significantly affect their
aperture, the interaction is usually ignored in the evaluation of permeability. In this paper,
on the basis of accurate computations of the interaction between the parallel fractures
and conducted physical experiments, we suggest that the internal pressure can, in fact,
close the pressurized joints. In general, there is a critical spacing between the parallel
fractures below which their surfaces start contacting under the extensional load. However,
the two edge fractures (end members) in the set remain widely open because they are not
suppressed from one side. These effects dramatically change rock permeability and the
fluid flow pattern. INDEX TERMS: 5104 Physical Properties of Rocks: Fracture and flow; 5114

Physical Properties of Rocks: Permeability and porosity; 5139 Physical Properties of Rocks: Transport

properties; 8010 Structural Geology: Fractures and faults; 8020 Structural Geology: Mechanics; KEYWORDS:

permeability, joints, parallel fractures, crack interaction, fluid flow
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1. Introduction

[2] Joints (open mode brittle fractures) are probably the
most common brittle structures in the Earth’s crust [Pollard
and Aydin, 1988]. In layered sedimentary rocks, joints are
commonly perpendicular to the bedding planes and are
often confined within one layer [e.g., McQuillan, 1973;
Ladeira and Price, 1981; Narr and Suppe, 1991]. The
extensive interest in joint formation, propagation, and
interaction is explained by the key role that joints play in
water and hydrocarbon transport through the crust [Long et
al., 1996]. Also, joints are commonly used to estimate the
strain accumulated in rock formations (e.g., by the scan line
method [see Hudson and Priest, 1979; Bai et al., 2000]). It
is now widely accepted that two main mechanisms are
responsible for jointing. One is cracking due to the far-field
extension [e.g., Hobbs, 1967; Pollard and Segall, 1987;
Ji and Saruwatari, 1998]. The other one is hydraulic
fracturing caused by the pressurized fluid [e.g., Secor,
1965; Engelder and Lacazette, 1990; Fischer et al., 1995;
Cosgrove, 1997]. In this work, we do not consider
joint formation, concentrating instead on the opening of
already existing joints (Figure 1). Accordingly, we focus on
the effects of joints on rock permeability rather than on

studying the joint spacing [e.g., see Ji and Saruwatari,
1998] or relation to other geological features [e.g., Zhao and
Johnson, 1992].
[3] In fact, numerous field and laboratory studies have

provided significant information about joint spacing in
various geological settings (e.g., see the review by Pollard
and Aydin [1988]). Joints are often confined in mechanical
layers [e.g., Gross, 1993; Bai et al., 2000] and, therefore,
have approximately the same size, 2c, as the layer thickness
[e.g., Becker and Gross, 1996]. In this work, to characterize
the joint density, we use the normalized joint spacing, s =
b/(2c), where b is the dimensional spacing between the
joints (Figure 2a). Clearly, the lower values of s correspond
to denser joint sets. The obvious upper theoretical limit of
fracture spacing ratio is s ! 1, which corresponds to
isolated (noninteracting) joints and an infinite value of
normalized joint spacing. Further in the text, for the sake
of briefness, normalized joint spacing is called simply
spacing.
[4] Although in some publications spacing reported from

the field observations varies only from 0.7 to 1.7 [Narr and
Suppe, 1991; Becker and Gross, 1996], there is ample
evidence of much smaller spacing. For example, the data
reported by Ladeira and Price [1981] for the shale beds in
Flysch (UK) corresponds to the spacing ranging from 0.02
to 1.25. McQuillan [1973] provides the results of measure-
ments of the fracture density in Asmari formation (Iran)
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suggesting spacing varying from 0.1 to 3 (see also Figure 1).
Reches [1998] reported joint spacing in limestone layers
within the Carmel Formation, Utah, ranging from 0.03
through 0.1. Sagy et al. [2001] observed joint spacing in
dolomite layers in the Dead Sea Rift margins (Israel)
varying from 0.05 to 0.5.
[5] The information on the density of fractures and their

sizes can be used to estimate rock permeability [e.g., Nehlig
and Juteau, 1988; van Everdingen, 1995; Germanovich et
al., 2000]. Fracture density and apertures are often mapped
[e.g., Hudson and Priest, 1979] and then the permeability
can be calculated on the basis of one or another fracture
network model [e.g., Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988;
Berkowitz, 1994]. For example, van Everdingen [1995]
employed parallel plate, matrix addition, and stochastic
methods. All these methods assume that the openings of
all joints in the set are the same when the fluid flows
through them and when the fracture aperture measurements
are performed. In this work, we show that this may not
always be the case and, as a result, the permeability pattern
may be highly heterogeneous, even at the macroscale.
[6] Most models of stress-dependent permeability of

fractured rocks are based on the concept of single,

noninteracting fractures [e.g., Gangi, 1978; Tsang and
Witherspoon, 1981; Gavrilenko and Gueguen, 1989; David,
1993]. It has been recognized only recently [Nolte, 1987;
Germanovich et al., 1998b; Bai and Pollard, 2001] that
elastic interaction between the joints can also become an
important factor affecting rock permeability and fluid flow
distribution.
[7] In general, to evaluate the elastic interaction, one has

to consider the corresponding problem for multiple interact-
ing cracks. The stress field near an isolated pressurized
crack in the homogeneous or layered, elastic medium has
been thoroughly studied both in general [e.g., Sneddon,
1951] and as applied to geological situations [e.g., Pollard
and Segall, 1987; Fischer et al., 1995]. The interaction
between the cracks becomes significant if these are spaced
sufficiently close to each other so that the crack spacing is
comparable to or smaller than their sizes. To the best of our
knowledge, rigorous closed form solutions of such prob-
lems are not available even for two cracks, unless they are
located along a straight line [Muskhelishvili, 1953]. An
alternative could be, in principle, an estimate based on
one or another physical assumption [Nolte, 1987; Palmer
and Veatch, 1990]. The remaining feasible alternatives are
numerical [e.g., Theocaris and Chrysakis, 1983; Jeffrey
et al., 1987; Bai et al., 2000] and asymptotic [e.g., Koiter,
1961; Isida, 1973; Datsyshin and Savruk, 1974]
approaches, which are implemented in this work.
[8] In this paper, we examine the effect of elastic inter-

action on the apertures of joints in various joint sets. We
consider spacing, s, that varies in the range of 10�2�10,
which likely covers all of the observed values of spacing
reported in the literature (see above). We show that not only
it is necessary to take into account the interaction between
the joints if s < 1, but also that for s < 0.1, which is not
unusual (e.g., see Figures 1a and 1b), joints can be closed
by the internal fluid pressure. The obtained results are
further applied to study stress-dependent permeability of
jointed rock [Germanovich and Astakhov, 2004].

2. Elastic Problem for Interacting Joints

[9] As mentioned in section 1, joints are often confined
within one mechanical layer which, in fact, can include one
or more lithological layers [e.g., Bai et al., 2000]. Fischer et
al. [1995] showed that the relative thickness of jointed and
adjacent layers practically does not affect the stress compo-
nent normal to the joints in the jointed layer. If the joint
length in the z direction is considerably greater than in the x
direction (Figure 2a), it is permissible to consider joint
interaction in each cross section, z = const, in a two-
dimensional approximation of plane strain and independently
of other cross sections.
[10] This approximation is widely accepted for such

processes associated with laterally elongated fractures as
joint formation [e.g., Bai et al., 2000] and hydraulic
fracturing [e.g., see Germanovich et al., 1997a, 1998b,
and references cited therein]. In the case under consider-
ation, the approximation is sufficiently accurate if the
pressure gradient, dp/dz, is not too high, that is, the typical
spatial scale, Lp, of changing pressure in the z direction
(Figure 2a) is appreciably greater than the joint size, 2c.
Then, the simple scaling, p/Lp � p/(2c), results in the

Figure 1. (a) A set of parallel joints in the alternating
siltstone and shale beds on the Appalachian Plateau near
Finger Lakes, central New York (courtesy of B. Carter; see
also Helgeson and Aydin [1991] and Engelder et al. [1999]).
(b) Subparallel joints in a dolomite layer near the central
Dead Sea area [see Sagy et al., 2001].
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condition of dp/dz � p/(2c) that is further assumed to be
satisfied. For higher pressure gradients, plane solution may
not qualify anymore and three dimensionality may have to
be introduced explicitly. Similarly, although conjugate or
even perpendicular sets of joints are rather frequently
observed in situ, in this work we consider only sets of
parallel joints and ignore the 3-D effects of other families of
joints on our solution.
[11] Therefore, for the most typical case of joints per-

pendicular to the bedding planes and stresses acting
parallel to the beds, an infinite elastic plane with the
corresponding set of parallel interacting cracks can be
considered with sufficient accuracy. Since in linear crack
theory, the remote load acting along parallel, rectilinear
fractures does not affect their openings [e.g., Parker,
1981], it will be ignored in the following consideration
(Figure 2b). Furthermore, if the far-field conditions are
specified in terms of strains rather than stresses, the
application of Hook’s law (as in the work by Bai et al.
[2000]) to the homogeneous remote stress-strain field
obviously allows simple respecification of the remote
conditions in terms of stresses. Finally, within linear elastic
theory, the superposition principle [e.g., Parker, 1981]
suggests that the openings of pressurized cracks do not
change if the equal load is instead applied at infinity
(Figure 2b). Therefore, in the forthcoming analysis, we
do not distinguish between these two cases but simply
refer to them as extensional loading. In other words, we
call the load extensional, if it would open a single
(isolated) fracture resulting in fracture dilation. In this
sense, either pressurizing the fracture internally or apply-
ing remote tension (Figure 2b) dilates (opens) it equally. It
is understood that the stress fields are not the same for
these two cases (e.g., compression versus tension) and
differ by the uniaxial tension p (Figure 2b). Yet, the crack
opening displacements and stress intensity factors are
mathematically identical in both cases.

[12] The boundary conditions on the joint sides can be
written as

syy ¼ �p; txy ¼ 0 �c < x < c; y ¼ 0; p � 0ð Þ ð1Þ

where sij (i, j = x, y) are the stresses in the elastic plane
(cross section) under consideration. Note that it is
mathematically consistent to specify both the pressure, p,
and pressure gradient, @p/@z (see the previous section), in
the same cross section since these quantities are then
uniquely defined in all other cross sections. From the
physical standpoint, however, this assumption is not
essential but makes the comparison of the studied, k,
and reference, k0, permeabilities technically simpler
[Germanovich and Astakhov, 2004].
[13] In crack theory, the problem of elastic interaction has

been addressed in many publications [e.g., Smith, 1966;
Delameter et al., 1975; Panasyuk et al., 1977; Chudnovsky
et al., 1987; McCartney and Gorley, 1987; Kachanov, 1987,
1993; Hu et al., 1993; Dyskin and Mühlhaus, 1995; Chen,
1995; Galybin, 1998], including those devoted to various
geological settings [e.g., Lachenbruch, 1961; Delaney and
Pollard, 1981; Delaney et al., 1986; Du and Aydin, 1991;
Olson and Pollard, 1991; Olson, 1993; Reches and Lockner,
1994; Willemse et al., 1996; Germanovich et al., 1997b,
1998a; Renshaw and Park, 1997; Martel and Boger, 1998].
Here we use the boundary collocation method (BCM) [e.g.,
Isida, 1971; Parker, 1981; Aliabadi and Rooke, 1991; Lam
and Phua, 1991] to compute the opening of interacting
joints. The version of BCM implemented in this work is
similar to that of Gladwell and England [1977] and
McCartney and Gorley [1987], who expanded the modified
Muskheleshvili’s [1953] complex potentials into series with
respect to the Chebyshev polynomials and then used the
boundary conditions assigned on the crack sides to define
the expansion coefficients. As is commonly done while
solving elastic problems for multiple defects, we first

Figure 2. (a) A set of parallel, equally sized and spaced joints and (b) joints opened by extensional
loads (p = pi � s1) that are equivalent with respect to joint openings and stress intensity factors. In
particular, the internal pressure, p, is equivalent to the remote loading of the same magnitude.
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represent the problem for N interacting joints as a sum of N
problems for single joints with unknown (yet to be defined)
normal, s, and tangential, t, tractions on the joint sides (see
Appendix A). Then, for each joint we represent the latter in
the form of

q ¼ sþ it ¼ �
XM
m¼1

am þ ibmð ÞUm�1 xð Þ ð2Þ

which, after substituting into the Muskheleshvili [1953]
potentials (see details in Appendix A), results in the
displacement field,

4m
c

uþ ivð Þ ¼
XM
m¼1

am � ibm
m

�m z�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 � 1

q� �m�

þ �z�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�z2 � 1

q� �m�
� z� �z
� 	XM

m¼1

am þ ibmð Þ
�z�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�z2 � 1

p� �m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�z2 � 1

p
ð3Þ

joint aperture,

W xð Þ ¼ C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

q XM
m¼1

1

m
amUm�1 xð Þ ð4Þ

and stress intensity factors,

KI þ iKII ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
pc

p XM
m¼1

�1ð Þmþ1 am þ ibmð Þ ð5Þ

Here i2 = �1, C = W0(0) = 4c/E1, E1 = (1 � n2)/E is the
plane strain modulus, c is the joint half size (Figure 2a),
Um(x) = sin[(m + 1)arccos(x)]/sin[arccos(x)], is the mth-
order Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, z = x + ih
is the complex variable associated with the local coordinate
set (x, h) of each joint, h = y/c and x = x/c are the local
dimensionless coordinates (e.g., x points along x axis shown
in Figure 2a), M is the number of collocation points per

Figure 3. Openings in the set of N = 5 joints with different spacings: (a) s = 1, (b) s = 0.2, (c) s = scr =
0.093, and (d, e) s = 0.05. For better visualization, horizontal and vertical scales are different in
Figures 3c, 3d, and 3e and all displacements/apertures are normalized by 20cp/E1 and shown in x/c, y/c
coordinates. Figures 3d and 3e show displacements of joint sides and joint apertures for the same joint
configuration. Figure 3d represents the deformed shapes of the loaded joints, which are generally not
symmetric as a result of interaction. Figure 3e represents displacement discontinuities along the joints;
Figure 3e is symmetric with respect to joint axes, which has little mechanical meaning but rather makes it
a convenient way to visualize joint openings.
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joint, signs ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘�’’ correspond to the upper (x > 0)
and lower (x < 0) joint ends/tips (see Figure 2a), and the
coefficients, am and bm, are calculated on the basis of the
boundary conditions (1) on the joint sides, as described in
Appendix A. Symbol definitions are also provided in the
notation section.
[14] In this paper, the terms ‘‘joint’’, ‘‘fracture’’, and

‘‘crack’’ are identical and we use the term ‘‘opening’’ (as
a noun) in a generic sense. Further, the term ‘‘aperture’’ is
synonymous to ‘‘displacement discontinuity’’ and should be

distinguished from the ‘‘opening displacement’’ (i.e., crack
opening displacement or COD in fracture mechanics),
which characterizes the deformed shape of a loaded joint
(see also caption to Figure 3). If otherwise not indicated, the
term ‘‘aperture’’ refers to the joint width at the center, e.g.,
W = W(0) rather than W(x). Note that while the joint
aperture, given by equation (4), is independent of other
joints (once coefficients am and bm are known), the absolute
displacement in a given point is the sum of displacements
generated by each joint in this point and computed by using

Figure 3. (continued)
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expression (3) (with a proper change of the local coordinate
sets). To better visualize joint interaction, in most cases we
plot both joint opening displacements and apertures.
[15] An example that demonstrates the importance of

joint interaction is given in Figure 3, which shows the
computed openings of five joints in the sets with different
values of spacing, s = b/(2c). For s = 1 (Figure 3a), the
openings of three middle joints are only slightly smaller
than the openings of two edge joints. This effect becomes
more pronounced for more closely located joints (s = 0.2 in
Figure 3b) and at a certain critical spacing, scr = 0.093
(Figure 3c), the sides of two internal joints adjacent to the
end members (i.e., edge joints) start touching each other

(enlarged in Figure 3c). For even more closely located
joints, the sides start intersecting each other (Figures 3d
and 3e), which is mathematically permissible since the
pressure boundary conditions (1) are assigned on the joint
sides. Yet penetration of joint sides through each other is
physically impossible and should be interpreted as joint
closure. The idea of interpenetrating joint sides is somewhat
counterintuitive because joints are closing in response to the
extensional load (e.g., internal pressure). Therefore we have
also performed the calculations (see Appendix B) with the
finite element method (FEM), which confirmed the de-
scribed above results obtained by the boundary collocation
technique (Appendix A). In addition, this effect has also
been illustrated by a simple physical experiment described
in section 4.
[16] Generally, for different number, N, of joints in the

set, the joint sides begin touching at different values of s =
scr (Figure 4a). This critical spacing, however, remains
virtually constant at N � 4 (see Figure 4a). If the distance
between the joints gradually decreases (or joints become
larger), the first joints with touching sides are always those
adjacent to the widely open edge joints (end members),
which always have the greatest aperture, W1 = W1(0), since
they are not suppressed from one side by other joints. The
asymptote, scr = 0.095, shown in Figure 4a, apparently
corresponds to the case of the semi-infinite array of joints
(Figure 4b) where the second joint (n = 2 in Figure 4b) has
touching sides while all other joints are still open (joint n =
1 being widely open). Similarly, if N increases while s is
fixed, the aperture, Wc = Wc(0), of the joints in the central
region of the set should approach the aperture, W1 =
W1(0), in the infinite array.
[17] Figure 5 shows the set of N = 20 joints with the

critical spacing, scr = 0.094. For the values of spacing larger
than scr, all joints in this set are opened (although highly
unequally). If we now decrease the joint spacing, s, below
the critical value, scr = 0.094, some joint sides start inter-
penetrating each other (similar to Figure 3d). Nevertheless,
the asymptotic tendency of Wc/W1 ! 1 for N ! 1 that
was mentioned above still holds. Yet, to devise a physically
meaningful model, we shall explicitly consider joints with
contacting sides (see section 3). It is worth noting, however,
that since in the infinite array all joints are open even for s <
scr, in the finite set of densely located joints with a given
spacing s < scr, the apertures of the joints located far from
the set edges (i.e., far from joint n = 1 in Figure 4b) increase
with increasing the number, N, of joints in the set. Thus
there are two competing parameters affecting the aperture,
Wc, of central joints, which reduces with decreasing spacing
for a given N and grows with increasing N for a given joint
spacing (at least for s < scr).
[18] In general, for each spacing and sufficiently large N,

the groups of the edge and central joints can be described by
the semi-infinite (Figure 4b) and infinite arrays, respectively.
However, it still requires explicit calculations in every
particular case of N and s to check whether or not the joints
in the central and edge parts of the set can indeed be
modeled by the infinite and semi-infinite sequences of
cracks. For example, for the central joint in Figure 3c
showing N = 5 joints spaced at scr = 0.093, Wc/W1 =
1.319, where W1 is the aperture of the segment in the
infinite array which can be computed similarly to the

Figure 4. (a) Critical spacing, at which joint sides touch
each other, as a function of the number, N, of joints in the
set. (b) Opening displacements (normalized by 20cp/E1 and
shown in x/c, y/c coordinates) in the set of N = 50 joints
with the critical spacing, scr = 0.095 (joint n = 2 has
touching sides while all other joints are opened; only the
first five joints are shown to illustrate the joint openings in
the semi-infinite array).
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implemented BCM (see details in Appendix C). Maintain-
ing practically the same spacing, s = scr = 0.094, and
choosing N = 20 (Figure 5) results, however, in Wc/W1 =
1.277, which decreases to Wc/W1 = 1.146 for N = 50 and
s = scr = 0.095. Note that the critical value of spacing, scr, is
independent of rock elastic properties. This can clearly be
seen from equation (4) where both elastic constants are
combined within the factor of C and therefore zero value of
displacement discontinuity is not affected by the Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio.

3. Joints With Contacting Sides

[19] As mentioned in section 2, in reality, joint surfaces
cannot penetrate each other but will rather come into contact
and close the joint. Because of the tensile stress concentra-
tion, the joints are not likely to become completely closed
and should have some open parts adjacent to their tips
(similar to the joints with interpenetrating sides considered
in the previous section; e.g., see Figure 3c). Therefore it is
expected that joint closure will result in a configuration
similar to the one shown in Figure 6a for the set of N = 5
joints (only the open parts of joints are shown) and s = 0.05.
In general, a contact problem has to be solved to confirm
this expectation. Since the contacting parts of joints are not
known in advance, this makes the problem nonlinear,
requiring considerable calculations, usually with specially
designed codes (e.g., see Appendix B).
[20] Fortunately, the boundary collocation method

described above (and, with more details, in Appendix A)
allows finding the end points, P and Q, of the contacting

parts, PQ, of the joint sides (see Figure 6) relatively easily
by assuming the smooth opening of the joint sides adjacent
to the contact area, PQ. Then, using a simple condition

KI ¼ 0 ð6Þ

at the end points P and Q of the contact regions (Figure 6),
the problem reduces to computing the elastic interaction
between open parallel segments of nonequal sizes
(Figure 6a). These sizes are unknown but can be computed
using expression (5) for stress intensity factors and the
specified condition (6). Our calculations were conducted
until KI at any segment tip, P or Q, which location we
were determining (e.g., see Figure 6), became less than
one percent of the smallest KI = KI

min on the fixed
(external) segment tips (see also Table 1). Below we
reserve the term ‘‘segment’’ for joints or their open parts in
the cases when there may be joints with contacting sides in
the set. For example, as a result of closing, the set of five
joints in Figure 6a becomes an arrangement of eight
segments.
[21] Figure 6b shows the typical density of collocation

points near the internal segment tips (the area marked in
Figure 6a by the dashed rectangle) forM = 100. One can see
that the distance between the segments is much greater than
that between the collocation points on each segment. This
arrangement provides excellent accuracy such that the
results do not change in the fourth decimal if the number
of collocation points is doubled. For better visualization
of closed joints, their enlarged openings are shown in
Figure 6c, which also demonstrates that KI is negligibly

Figure 5. Opening displacements in the set of N = 20 joints spaced at s = scr = 0.094. Horizontal and
vertical scales are not equal in this plot. For better visualization, displacements are normalized by 20cp/E1

and shown in x/c, y/c coordinates.
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Figure 6. (a) Joint opening displacements (normalized by 20cp/E1) for N = 5 and s = 0.05, (b) enlarged
fragment of joints with contacting sides showing collocation points, and (c) enlarged opening
displacements (normalized by W0) of the segments of the second (n = 2) and third (n = 3), partially closed
joints; contacting parts of joints with zero opening are shown explicitly. Horizontal and vertical scales are
different in Figures 6a and 6c. All plots are shown in x/c, y/c coordinates.
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small at the internal tips (P and Q in Figure 6a) of the
open segments.
[22] As in the case of joints with interpenetrated sides

(see the previous section), increasing the number, N, of
joints in the set for a given spacing, s, results in the
increase of the aperture of the central joints which then
approaches the aperture in the infinite array with the same
spacing. For example, for N = 5 joints spaced at s = 0.05
and shown in Figure 6a, Wc/W1 = 0 because the central
joint is closed (Wc = 0). Figures 7a and 7b show displace-
ments of joint sides and joint apertures (displacement
discontinuities) in the set of N = 7 joints with the same
spacing, s = 0.05. The aperture, Wc, of the central joint
is small but noticable and becomes greater for equally
spaced N = 10 joints shown in Figures 7c and 7d. The
corresponding ratios, Wc/W1, are 0.34 and 1.44, respec-
tively. The apertures of N = 20 joints with the same
spacing, s = 0.05, are plotted in Figures 7e and 7f (compare
to Figure 5). In this case, Wc/W1 is also 1.44 for the central
joint but starts to decrease with a further increase of N
(Wc/W1 = 1.24 for N = 50 and s = 0.05), indicating that
Wc/W1 ! 1 as N ! 1 while s is constant.
[23] Note that we normalized Wc by W1 to test if the

central joint conditions are close to those in the infinite
array. To characterize how the absolute values of joint
apertures depend upon the joint set geometry, we shall use
the aperture, W0 = W0(0), of noninteracting joints of the
same size, which is independent of N and s. For instance, in
the case of N = 10 joints, obviously, Wc/W0 ! 1 as s ! 1
while for N = 10 joints (Figures 7c and 7d), Wc/W0 reduces
from 0.036 at s = 0.05 to 0 at s = 0.02 (Figure 8). Therefore
decreasing the joint spacing results in reducing the joint
apertures, indicating that Wc/W0 ! 0 as s ! 0 while N is
constant.
[24] Although the extremes are clear (Wc/W1 ! 1 for

N ! 1 and s = const, Wc/W0 ! 0 for s ! 0 and N = const,
and Wc/W0 ! 1 for s ! 1 and N = const), the parametric
analysis is required to understand the intermediate cases
[see Germanovich and Astakhov, 2004]. Nevertheless,
Figures 6 through 8 confirm the peculiar effect of joint
interaction described in section 2 based on the computations
performed for the case of joints with overlapping (inter-
penetrating) sides. The effect of joint closing rather than
opening as a result of applying the net (excess) pressure is
not only interesting by itself, but also very important for
permeability estimates of jointed, layered rock. Indeed, this
effect significantly changes fracture aperture and, therefore,
considerably affects permeability both quantitatively and in
terms of the flow pattern (see more in the paper by
Germanovich and Astakhov [2004]). In connection with
the latter, it is worth mentioning again that the joints that
are most closed are always joints n = 2 and n = N � 1 (i.e.,

the ones adjacent to the edge joints n = 1 and n = N), then
joints n = 3 and n = N � 2 (adjacent to the most closed
joints n = 2 and N � 1), etc. (see Figures 6, 7, and 8). In
other words, the contact length (e.g., Figure 8) increases
toward the end-member joints.
[25] In summary, the conducted analysis demonstrates

that when some joints in the initial configuration are closed
by the joint interaction (as in Figures 6, 7, and 8), the
described above simple procedure (based on condition (6))
for computing the sizes of the open parts of each closed
joint can indeed be effectively implemented. In this proce-
dure, each closed joint is replaced by a pair of shorter
segments (e.g., Figures 6a and 6c) and, accordingly, the
coefficients am and bm used in formulae (2), (3), (4), and
(5), should be replaced by those corresponding to the new
arrangement.
[26] Note that the suggested procedure generally results in

KII 6¼ 0 in the segment internal tips, P and Q (Figure 6).
Indeed, replacing the contacting parts, PQ, of joints with the
intact material prohibits both normal and shear displacement
discontinuities while the absence of mode I singularity (i.e.,
KI = 0), as specified by condition (6), does not yet guarantee
that KII = 0. From the physical standpoint, however, the
method is somewhat justified by the expectation that for
closely located joints loaded by the same pressure, shear
displacements of contacting parts of the joint surfaces should
be appreciably small. Furthermore, the natural fracture
surfaces are quite likely to have considerable roughness that
resists the shear along their contacting parts. Therefore it
seems reasonable to assume that contacting parts of the joint
are locked and cannot slip but can be opened freely. In any
event, while computing (based on condition (6) of zero KI)
the locations of the closed parts of joints, we have always
been checking KII at the ‘‘new’’ (segment) tips, such as P and
Q in Figure 6. Since for the considered set of parameters, the
magnitude of KII has never been greater than 1.5% of KI

min

(see Table 1), the assumptions made above appear justified.

4. Physical Experiment

[27] To demonstrate the effect of joint closure by exten-
sional load, we conducted a simple physical experiment. For
visualization purposes, five identical parallel slots, 2 mm
wide and 14 cm long, were cut in a rubber sample of width
and length 30.4 by 30.4 cm, and thickness 9.5 mm
(neoprene spring rubber #8630K178 of durometer hardness
70A, tensile strength of 11.7 MPa and maximum elongation
of 200% [see McMaster-Carr Supply Company, 2003,
p. 3249]). The sample thickness, h = 9.5 mm, was sufficient
to prevent the thin slabs between the slots from buckling
(see below). Using considerably thicker samples did not
allow the generation of sufficient displacements and, there-

Table 1. Ratios of KI/KI
min and KII/KI

min, at the Tips of Segments Representing Closed Joints (Computed on the Basis of Condition (6))

Number of
Joints, N

Joint Number n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

Figure Spacing KI/KI
min KII/KI

min KI/KI
min KII/KI

min KI/KI
min KII/KI

min KI/KI
min KII/KI

min

5 6a and 6c 0.05 8  10�5 1.0  10�2 1.8  10�4 5  10�6 8  10�5 1.0  10�2 open open
7 7a and 7b 0.05 2  10�4 2.5  10�3 6  10�4 5  10�3 open open open open
10 7c and 7d 0.05 2.3  10�4 3  10�3 1.4  10�4 4.3  10�3 open open open open
20 7e and 7f 0.05 1.0  10�3 1.4  10�2 1.6  10�3 7.1  10�3 open open open open
10 8 0.02 6.7  10�3 1.3  10�2 6.9  10�3 8.8  10�3 7.8  10�3 1.1  10�2 2.2  10�3 3.6  10�3
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fore, the slot opening/closure was not clearly visible. The
sample was attached to the steel frame along its two
opposing sides as shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The
extensional load (in this case, displacement) was applied

by translational movement of one side of the frame by
turning the hand screw (see Figure 9a).
[28] Figure 9c shows the slot apertures at 10% strain

applied in the direction perpendicular to the slots (Figure 9c).

Figure 7. (a, c, e) Opening displacements and (b, d, f) displacement discontinuities in the set of N = 7
(Figures 7a and 7b), N = 10 (Figures 7c and 7d), and N = 20 (Figures 7e and 7f) joints spaced at s = 0.05.
Horizontal and vertical scales for x/c and y/c are different in these plots, and all displacements/apertures
are normalized by 20cp/E1.
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It is clearly seen that while the edge slots open widely, all
the internal slots close partially as a result of the extensional
load. The final deformed configuration closely resembles
that shown in Figure 6a. Note that we had no intention of
quantitatively comparing the theoretical and experimental
results because the corresponding models are rather differ-
ent (i.e., infinite plane versus finite body, infinitesimally
thin cracks versus finite width slots, small versus
large strains, linear versus nonlinear elastic materials [e.g.,
Hayden et al., 1965], etc.). Nevertheless, since the elastic
modulus of the rubber used in the physical experiment
(Figure 9) is rather low (�3 MPa), one may argue that the
slot closure could have resulted from the buckling of the
thin interslot layers. This buckling may have been caused
by the Poisson’s effect in the direction perpendicular to the
applied strain (i.e., by the compression parallel to the
layers). This is why numerical modeling was conducted
to quantitatively show that even rather wide slots could be
closed within the linear elastic regime.
[29] Since the adopted version of the BCM does not

allow the modeling of finite width slots, the FEM code

FRANC2D [Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1991] was used
to numerically model the physical experiment. With the
exception of the rather complex material properties of
rubber (see above), this allowed for a quite accurate
simulation of the experimental setup and sample geometry
(including the finite width slots). Because of the symmetry,
only one half of the sample was simulated. Figure 10a
shows the fragment of the original mesh with the slots of the
same geometry as in the physical experiment. Measured
values of Young’s modulus (E � 3.0 MPa) and Poisson’s
ratio (n � 0.45) of the rubber material were incorporated in
the numerical modeling. As in the physical experiment
(Figures 9a and 9b), equal, homogeneous, extensional
displacements, generating 10% overall strain, were applied
to the opposing sample sides. Figure 10b shows both
deformed and undeformed sample boundaries (including
slots) while Figures 11a and 11b show equally scaled
fragments of the physical and numerical models.
[30] One can see that the shapes of the open and partially

closed segments in the physical and numerical models are
quite similar. Note that the difference in slot apertures

Figure 7. (continued)
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(approximately 35%) could be attributed to nonlinearity of
the elastic properties of the rubber sample [e.g., Hayden et
al., 1965] and to the difference between the small strain
theoretical approach adopted in FRANC2D and the large
strains observed in the physical experiment. Yet, the critical
force required for layer buckling can be estimated by [e.g.,
Landau and Lifshitz, 1986]

Fcr ¼
4p2EI

l2
; I ¼ min½hb3=12; h3b=12� ð7Þ

where l = 2c = 14 cm is the layer length (twice larger than
shown in Figure 11) and b = 9.5 mm is the layer width
(same as h in the model shown in Figure 9). Expression (7)
provides the estimate of 3.3 N for the buckling force, Fcr.
The numerical model, however, results in a force of 0.16 N
for the stage of deformation shown in Figure 11b. Such a
difference in values most likely rules out the possibility of
buckling.
[31] In addition, in the physical experiment, the layers had

always deformed in plane and toward the line of symmetry
(Figure 11a) while in the buckling mode, the pattern would
have been random. Furthermore, since the layers in the
model experiment are actually the ‘‘beams’’ of a square cross
section (9.5  9.5 mm2), it appears that both in-plane and
out-of-plane buckling should have randomly occurred had
the buckling been a deformation mechanism. In our tests,
however, the out-of-plane deformation never happened,
which also makes the buckling scenario rather unlikely.
[32] The numerical experiment also clarifies the mechan-

ical reason for closing densely spaced parallel fractures, that
is, the bending moment at the places of connection of the
thin layers between the fractures to the reminder of the
material (Figure 11).
[33] Finally, comparison with five partially closed seg-

ments (see Figure 6a) allows one to conclude that the finite
width of the slots does not significantly affect the segment

closure (as long as the slot widths are relatively small).
Therefore the results obtained are reasonably consistent,
demonstrating that the mechanical part of the developed
model of stress-dependent permeability [Germanovich and
Astakhov, 2004] is sufficiently robust.

5. Discussion

[34] The effect of joint closure under the extensional load
(Figure 2b) cannot be derived from considering only stress
intensity factors, KI and KII, at the joint tips where the joints
are always opened (i.e., KI > 0) regardless of their number
and spacing (e.g., see Figures 3 and 5). Germanovich et al.
[1998b] noticed this effect while modeling a multiseg-
mented hydraulic fracture, which requires explicit account-
ing not only for fracture propagation criterion (e.g., the
critical stress intensity factor, KIc), but also for fracture
opening/closure that is important for addressing the fluid
flow in the hydraulic fracture. Prior to their work, the elastic
problem for a finite number of interacting parallel fractures
had certainly been addressed in many publications [e.g.,
Isida, 1970; Sih, 1973; Rooke and Cartwright, 1976;
Theocaris and Chrysakis, 1983; Kishida and Asano,
1984; Liu and Zhou, 1990]. Yet the effect of fracture closure
had not been reported, probably because the authors were
interested in the stress intensity factors rather than in the
fracture apertures.
[35] Bai and Pollard [2001] also reported the closure of

the middle fracture for N = 3 and s = 0.1. They employed a
FEM and computed fracture apertures because they were
studying fluid flow in parallel fractures. Since s = 0.1 < scr =
0.129 for N = 3 (Figure 4a), their result is consistent with
that of Germanovich et al. [1998b, Figure 3], who consid-
ered the cases of N = 3, 7, and 11 joints, as well as with the
results of this paper.
[36] Bai et al. [2000] also used a FEM and concluded

that the aspect ratios of all but the end fractures in a

Figure 8. Apertures (normalized by 20cp/E1 and shown in x/c, y/c coordinates) in the set of N = 10
joints with contacting sides spaced at s = 0.02.
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fracture row are very similar to each other and do not
depend strongly on the number of fractures, N, in the row.
On the basis of this result, they further suggested that the
central fracture in the three-fracture model, that is, in the
set of N = 3 fractures, reasonably represents fractures in a
row with a larger number of fractures (i.e., with N > 3).
Therefore they concluded that instead of calculating the
aperture of each internal (confined) fracture, one could
simply compute the latter in the three-fracture model (also
employed by Bai and Pollard [2001]). This would be a

significant and robust simplification compared to the
accurate calculations including the ones conducted in this
work. However, in the light of our results, it can now be
seen that the three-fracture model can indeed be used but
only if the spacing between the fractures is not too small,
perhaps, if s > 0.2 � 2scr. For smaller spacing, the
conclusion of Bai et al. [2000] that internal fractures are
open approximately equally is not always valid. This
can clearly be seen, for example, from Figures 7 and
8 [Germanovich et al., 1998b], which illustrate that within

Figure 9. (a) Top and (b) side views of the experimental setup for N = 5 segments spaced at s = 0.07,
and (c) segment closure as a result of the extensional load.
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Figure 10. Finite element model of the physical experiment shown in Figure 9. (a) A fragment of the
undeformed mesh with five thin slots of finite initial width. (b) Deformed and undeformed boundaries of
the employed FEM model.

Figure 11. Fracture (slot) openings in (a) physical and (b) numerical experiments (M is the moment that
bends the thin layer between the fractures, which, in turn, closes the adjacent fractures).
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the same fracture set, internal members may have very
different apertures, e.g., to a degree that the set can
contain both closed and opened internal fractures [see
also Germanovich et al., 1998b, Figure 3; Germanovich
and Astakhov, 2004, Tables 2 and 3].
[37] It is also interesting to consider the applicability of

the three-fracture model to computing the apertures of the
end members. Our BCM computations suggest that
the difference in apertures of the end members in the cases
of N = 3 and N > 3 does not exceed 20% [see also
Germanovich and Astakhov, 2004, Figure 4a]. Furthermore,
this difference asymptotically tends to zero as s ! 0.
Therefore, although it appears that the three-fracture model
approximates the apertures of the end members fairly well,
the model is to be employed with some caution since the
results obtained for internal (middle) members are reason-
ably accurate only for sufficiently large s, e.g., >2scr. We
have not implemented this model because we had a rather
accurate computational technique, that is, BCM, available
(Appendix A) for sufficiently large and dense sets of
fractures.

6. Conclusions

[38] We have considered parallel joint sets that represent
one of the typical pathways for fluid flow in sedimentary
rocks. It is well known that in many cases rock permeability
depends upon the in situ stress conditions and on the
pressure of the flowing fluid. Frequently, joint sets are
closely spaced and although joint mechanical interaction
could significantly affect their aperture, the interaction is
usually ignored in the evaluation of permeability. On the
basis of conducted computations and physical experiments,
we suggest that the internal pressure or extensional load
can, in fact, close the pressurized joints. In general, there is
a critical spacing (s � 0.95 for N � 4) between the parallel
fractures below which their surfaces start to contact each
other under the extensional load, dramatically reducing rock
permeability. However, two edge fractures in the set remain
widely open because they are not suppressed from one side.
As a result [see Germanovich and Astakhov, 2004], unless
the number of joints in the set is exceedingly large (typi-
cally, >103), the fluid flow through the joint set becomes
highly heterogeneous, focusing in the end members (edge
joints).

Appendix A

[39] The boundary collocation method (BCM) consists
of employing an exact series solution to the governing
differential equations, truncating these series to a finite
number of terms, and defining the unknown series
coefficients by satisfying the boundary conditions (i.e.,
equation (1) in our case) not exactly but in a number of
collocation points. The idea of the BCM version employed
in this work can be illustrated with the example of two
cracks, L1 and L2, located in an infinite plane and loaded by
tractions p1 = s1 + it1 and p2 = s2 + it2 (Figure A1), where s
and t are normal and tangential traction components,
respectively.
[40] As is well known, such a problem can be repre-

sented as a sum of two auxiliary problems for single

cracks in an infinite plane (Figure A1). In each of these
problems, the cracks are loaded by unknown tractions,
q1(z1) = s1(z1) + it1(z1) and q2(z2) = s2(z2) + it2(z2), where
z1 = x1 + iy1 and z2 = x2 + iy2 are the local coordinates
(Figure A1) attached to the first and second crack,
accordingly. For each auxiliary problem, we calculate the
stresses, �q1 = �s1 + i�t1 and �q2 = �s2 + i�t2, created
by each crack at the location of the other one (inclined at
the angle of q to the first crack):

�q ¼ � zð Þ þ � zð Þ þ e2iq � �zð Þ � � zð Þ � z� �zð Þ�0 zð Þ
h i

; ðA1Þ

where the complex potential, �(z), can be represented in the
coordinates, z, associated with the crack by [Muskhelishvili,
1953]

� zð Þ ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 � c2

p
Zc

�c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � t2

p

t � z
q tð Þdt: ðA2Þ

Substituting representation (2) into (A2) and employing
Gauss-Chebyshev integration rule [e.g., Gladwell and
England, 1977]

� 1

p

Z1

�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

p
x� z

Um�1 xð Þdx ¼ z�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 � 1

q� �m
;

jxj < 1; m 6¼ 0 ðA3Þ

we have for the Muskhelishvili [1953] potential

� zð Þ ¼ 1

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 � 1

p XM
m¼1

am � ibmð Þ z�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2 � 1

q� �m
ðA4Þ

where z = z/c.
[41] Therefore we conclude, on the basis of (A1), that the

auxiliary stresses, �q, are also linearly expressed through
the same coefficients, am and bm. Since the sum of the
solutions of the auxiliary problems gives the tractions in the
original problem, that is,

q1 z1ð Þ þ�q2 z1ð Þ ¼ p1; q2 z2ð Þ þ�q1 z2ð Þ ¼ p2 ðA5Þ

we arrive at the system of 2M algebraic equations for 2M
unknown complex coefficients, am

1 + ibm
1 and am

2 + ibm
2 ,

describing, according to equations (3), (4) and (5), crack
openings and stress intensity factors.
[42] Similarly, in the case of N cracks in an infinite plane,

N auxiliary problems for N single cracks can be considered
so that system (A5) will consist of N complex equations. If
each equation is satisfied in M collocation points on each
crack, we arrive at the system of 2MN linear algebraic
equations for unknown real coefficients. In a slightly more
general case, the number of collocation points, M, can vary
from crack to crack and the cracks do not necessarily need
to be parallel and/or have the same sizes.
[43] Thus a system of linear algebraic equations with

respect to am
s and bm

s (m = 1, . . ., Ms, s = 1, . . ., N) can be
obtained as a result of employing the BCM described above.
Here we express this system in a convenient form suggested
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by McCartney and Gorley [1987] and slightly modified
here:

�
XMs

m¼1

as
m þ ibsm

� 	
Um�1 z j

s

� 	
þ
XN
r 6¼s
r¼1

XMr

m¼1

ar
mI

r
m z js
� 	

þ brmJ
r
m z j

s

� 	� �

þ
XN
r 6¼s
r¼1

e2i qr�qsð Þ
XMr

m¼1

brm iI rm z j
s

� 	�"
�J rm z j

s

� 	�

þ
XMr

m¼1

ar
m � ibrm

� 	
Kr
m z j

s

� 	
þ iLrm z j

s

� 	� �#

¼ ss z j
s

� 	
� s1 þ i ts z j

s

� 	
� t1

� �
j ¼ 1; . . . ;Ms; s ¼ 1; . . . ;Nð Þ ðA6Þ

The first sum in equation (A6) represents the unknown
tractions, qs, on the sth crack (compare to equations (2) and
(A5)) while other sums give the additional traction, �qs,
accounting for the interaction (see also Figure A1 and
equation (A5)); ps = ss + its are the external tractions
applied to the sides of the sth crack; p1 = s1 + it1 is the
remote load in the local coordinates, zs = xs + ihs, associated
with the sth crack; zs

j = xs
j + iys

j are the sets of discrete
(collocation) points (in the global coordinates z = x + iy) on
the cracks at which the boundary conditions should be
satisfied exactly; and functions Im

r , Jm
r , Km

r , and Lm
r are

defined by

I rm zð Þ þ iJ rm zð Þ ¼ Gm zrð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2r � 1

q ;

Kr
m zð Þ þ iLrm zð Þ ¼ 1

2
zr � �zr
� 	 mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

z2r � 1

q þ zr
z2r � 1

2
64

3
75 Gm zrð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

z2r � 1

q
ðA7Þ

zr ¼
2z� tr1 � tr2

tr2 � tr1
;

Gm zrð Þ ¼ zr �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2r � 1

q� �m
; m � 1

where t1
r and t2

r are the complex coordinates of the tips of
the rth crack in the global coordinate system (x, y) while qr
is the rth crack inclination to the x axis (so that the length of
the rth crack is 2cr = jt1r � t2

rj). The collocation points, zs
j,

can be chosen arbitrary but those based on the roots of
Chebyshev’s polynomials,

z js ¼ x js þ iy j
s ¼ 1

2
ts2 � t21
� 	

þ 1

2
ts2 � ts1
� 	

cos
p 2j� 1ð Þ

2M
ðA8Þ

provide the fastest convergence of the adopted Chebyshev’s
series [e.g., Demidovich and Maron, 1987].
[44] Solution of the system (A6) gives the coefficients am

and bm for each crack (we further omit the subscripts and
superscripts s for the sth crack to simplify the notations).
Then, in the local coordinate system, z, the displacement
discontinuity normal to the crack surface and the stress
intensity factors are given by expressions (4) and (5),

Figure A1. Original and auxiliary problems for interacting cracks.

Figure B1. Normalized apertures, W(x)/W0, of the edge
and internal joints in the set of N = 5 joints spaced at s =
0.05. The curves and symbols show the results obtained by
BCM and FEM, respectively. Because of the symmetry of
the set, the plots for joints n = 1, n = 2 are identical to those
for joints n = 5, n = 4, respectively.
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respectively [e.g., McCartney and Gorley, 1987]. The area
of crack opening can be found by integrating equation (4)
along the joint:

S¼c

Z1

�1

W xð Þdx ¼ cC
XM
m¼1

1

m
am

Z1

�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

q
Um�1 xð Þ dx ¼ p

2
cCa1

ðA9Þ

[45] In the case considered in this work, ss = �p and ts =
0 are the same for all cracks (compare to equation (1)) and
so are crack inclinations [q1 = q2 = . . . = qN]. The system
(A6) is solved using the standard Gaussian elimination
algorithm.

Appendix B

[46] The tendency of densely located joints to close in
response to the extensional load has also been checked by
the numerical code FRANC2D [Wawrzynek and Ingraffea,
1991] which is based on the finite element method (FEM).
An example of ‘‘openings’’ in the set of five joints com-
puted by the boundary collocation method (Appendix A)
using the traction boundary conditions (1) is shown in

Figure B1 by curves for joint spacing, s = 0.05. A fragment
of the FRANC2D deformed mesh for five joints is shown in
Figure B2 (the total model size exceeds that of the shown
fragment by more than a factor of 20). FRANC2D results
are also plotted in Figure B1 using symbols. The discrep-
ancy between the FEM and BCM results is no greater than
2.5% for the most opened (edge) joint while for the internal
(suppressed and closed) joints, it is not greater than 0.1%.
Even though such a disagreement is acceptable, it is worth
noting that in this particular case, the results obtained by the
boundary collocation method seem to be more accurate
since they do not change in the fourth decimal when the
number of collocation points per joint varies from M = 100
to M = 200. Similar agreement was obtained for the sets of
N = 3 and N = 7 joints.
[47] For modeling cracks with contacting sides,

FRANC2D has a gap element option that allows assigning
the condition of nonpenetration of the crack sides and,
therefore, the determination of the partial contact between
the crack surfaces via the built-in iteration procedure
[Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1991]. Because of the some-
what counterintuitive nature of the results obtained by the
BCM, it was appealing to have an independent, FEM
check for densely located closed joints, that is, with

Figure B2. Fragments of the deformed FEM mesh. (a) Traction boundary conditions (1) on the joint
sides (allowing their interpenetration); the built-in option of the Gaussian elimination method was used
for analysis in FRANC2D. (b) Boundary condition of nonpenetrating segment sides modeled by the gap
elements in FRANC2D; the built-in option of the dynamic relaxation method of analysis was used in
FRANC2D (the parameter of crack side interference was set to 0.01, while the unbalanced residual load
was set to 10�5 of the initial load).
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contacting sides, (at least for a small N). Figure B2b shows
the fragment of FRANC2D mesh with nonpenetrating
segment sides (joints are modeled by the gap elements).
Figure B3 compares the results obtained with FRANC2D
and by the boundary collocation method (Appendix A).

Appendix C

[48] The problem of the infinite periodic array of inter-
acting cracks (Figure C1) has become rather classic [e.g.,
see Benthem and Koiter, 1973; Delameter et al., 1975] and
is presented in most handbooks on stress intensity factors
[e.g., Sih, 1973; Rooke and Cartwright, 1976; Tada et al.,
1985; Murakami, 1987]. However, except for the approxi-
mate approach of Bai et al. [2000] (see discussion in
section 4), we are not aware of published studies presenting
the computed openings of cracks in the infinite periodic
array. Here we briefly describe how the openings were
computed in this work.

[49] In the case of the infinite periodic array of joints
(Figure C1), the opening of each joint can be described by
the same singular integral equation [e.g., Panasyuk et al.,
1977]:

Z1

�1

g0 xð ÞK x� hð Þ þ g0 xð ÞL x� hð Þ
h i

dx ¼ pp hð Þc; jhj < 1 ðC1Þ

where

K tð Þ ¼ pl
2

Re eibcot
plteib

2

� �
ðC2Þ

is the singular kernel of the Cauchy type [because cot z =
1/z + O(z), z ! 0];

L tð Þ ¼pl
4

e�ib� e�3ib� 	"
cot

plte�ib

2
�plte�ib

2
cosec

plte�ib

2

� �2
#

ðC3Þ

is the regular kernel [since cot z � zcosec2 (z) = O(z), z !
0];

g0 xð Þ ¼ 2G

1þ k
d

dx
W � iUð Þ ðC4Þ

is the unknown density of displacement discontinuity, W �
iU; t = x � h; b is the angle between the array direction
and the segment orientation (Figure C1); W and U are the
normal and shear displacement discontinuities, respec-
tively; G is the shear modulus; k = 3 � 4n for plain strain
condition (under consideration); n is the Poisson’s ratio;
and l = 2c/d is the dimensionless segment size. The
Gauss-Chebyshev method [e.g., Erdogan et al., 1973]
employed in Appendix A is also readily available to

Figure B3. Normalized apertures, W(x)/W0, of the edge
and internal joints (with contacting sides) in the set of N = 5
joints. The curves and points show the results obtained by
BCM and FEM, respectively. Similar to Figure B1, because
of the symmetry, the plots for joints n = 1, n = 2 are
identical to those for joints n = 5, n = 4, respectively.

Figure C1. Infinite periodic array (en echelon) of joints.
The case of parallel joints corresponds to b = p/2.
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integrate equation (C1) numerically, which should be done
together with the condition

Z1

�1

g0 xð Þdx ¼ 0 ðC5Þ

of displacement single-valuedness (guaranteeing that
equation (C1) has a unique solution).
[50] Taking into account that g0(x) can be further repre-

sented as [e.g., Muskhelishvili, 1992]

g0 xð Þ ¼ j xð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

q
ðC6Þ

where j(x) is a bounded function, we arrive at the system
[e.g., Erdogan and Gupta, 1972; Savruk, 1981]

1

M

XM
k¼1

jkK xk � hmð Þ þ jkL xk � hmð Þ½ � ¼ pp hmð Þc

m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M � 1ð Þ ðC7Þ
XM
k¼1

jk ¼ 0:

of M linear algebraic equations with M unknowns,
jk ¼ j xkð Þ ¼ g0 xkð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2k

q
. Here

hm ¼ cos
pm
M

m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;M � 1ð Þ;

xk ¼ cos
p 2k � 1ð Þ

2M
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Mð Þ

ðC8Þ

are the roots of the Chebyshev polynomials of the second,
UM�1(h), and first, TM(x), kind, respectively.
[51] After solving this system for b = p/2 and p(hm) = �p,

where p is the constant net pressure that opens the joints
(compare to equation (1)), the distribution of the displace-
ment discontinuities along the joint sides can be found from
equation (C4):

W xð Þ � iU xð Þ ¼ � 1þ k
2G

Z1

x

g0 hð Þdh ðC9Þ

where g0(x) is expressed through j(x) by equation (C6).
Since at this stage, j(x) is already known in the collocation
points, xk, given by equation (C8), this bounded function

Figure C2. (a) Normalized aperture, W1(x)/W0, of segments in the infinite array obtained by BCM
(lines) and FEM (diamonds) for s = 0.05, (b) the deformed FEM mesh (FRANC2D) for the same array
modeled in a symmetry cell (strip), and (c) a fragment of this mesh showing the details near the fracture
tip and crack sides.
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can be represented employing the Lagrange interpolation
formula [e.g., Panasyuk et al., 1977]:

j xð Þ ¼ 1

M

XM
k¼1

jk �1þ 2
XM�1

m¼0

Tm

"
xkð ÞTm xð Þ

#

¼ 2

M

XM
k¼1

jk

XM�1

m¼1

Tm xkð ÞTm xð Þ ðC10Þ

where we used the second expression in the equation set
(C7) and that T0(x) � 1 [e.g., Korn and Korn, 2000].
Taking into account that Tm(x) = �(1/m)(1 � x2)1/2d
[sin(marcosx)]/dx [e.g., Korn and Korn, 2000, equations
(21.7–3) and (21.7–4)] we have

Z1

x

Tm tð Þdtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� t2

p ¼ 1

m
sin marccosxð Þ ¼ 1

m
Um�1 xð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

q

ðm ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ ðC11Þ

which, after inserting equations (C6), (C10), and (C11)
into equation (C9), finally results in

W xð Þ � iU xð Þ ¼ � 1þ k
G

1

M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

q

�
XM
k¼1

jk

XM�1

m¼1

Tm xkð Þ 1
m
Um�1 xð Þ ðC12Þ

Using equation (C12) for numerical integration in
equation (C9) represents no difficulty. An example is
shown in Figure C2a and compared to the FEM
calculations (Figures C2b and C2c). Note that except a
small region around the tip, the crack sides are practically
parallel. Germanovich and Astakhov [2004] use this
circumstance for asymptotic analysis of apertures of
parallel joints in the infinite set.

Notation

b distance between joints
(Figure 2).

c joint half-size (Figure 2).
C = W0(0)/p = aperture of a single joint
4c(1 � n2)/E loaded by the unit pressure.

d = b/sinb distance between joint centers
(Figure C1).

E Young’s modulus.
E1 = E/(1 � n2) plane strain modulus.

g0(x) derivative (C4) of normalized displa-
cement discontinuity (dislocation
density).

G shear modulus.
i =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
imaginary unit.

K(t) singular kernel (C2) of the Cauchy
type in (C1) .

KI
min smallest KI at the external tips of

segments.
L(t) regular kernel (C3) in (C1).

L lateral dimension of the joint set
(Figure 2a).

Lp spatial scale of pressure change along z
direction.

M number of collocation points.
N number of joints in a set.
pi pressure inside joints (Figure 2b).

p = pi �s1 net pressure inside joints (Figure 2b).
p(z) =

s(z) + it(z)
external tractions applied to the crack
sides.

P geometrical point of a tip of internal
segment.

q(z) =
s (z) + it(z)

unknown complex tractions applied to
the crack sides in (A2) and (A5).

Q geometrical point of a tip of internal
segment.

s = b/(2c) normalized joint spacing.
scr critical joint spacing at which joint

sides start touching.
s(z) normal unknown traction applied to

the sides of the crack (Appendix A).
S area (A9) of crack opening.
t real coordinate along the crack in

auxiliary problem (e.g., in (A2)).
t(z) tangential unknown traction applied to

the crack sides (Appendix A).
Tm mth-order Chebyshev polynomial of

the first kind.
u + iv displacement field.

U shear displacement discontinuity.
Um mth-order Chebyshev polynomial of

the second kind.
W(x) displacement discontinuity or aperture.
W0(x) aperture of a single joint.

W0 = W0(0) aperture of a single joint in the center.
Wn(x) aperture of the nth joint.

Wn = Wn(0) aperture of the nth joint in the center.
Wc(x) aperture of the central joint.

Wc = Wc(0) aperture of the central joint in the
center.

W1(x) aperture of a joint in the infinite array.
W1 = W1(0) aperture of a joint in the infinite array

in the center.
x, y, z coordinate system aligned with the

joint (Figure 2a).
z = x + iy complex coordinate (used the in

appendixes).
ai, bi coefficients of Chebyshev polynomial

series expansion.
b angle between the array direction and

segments orientation (Figure C1).
�(z) Muskhelishvili’s [1953] complex

potential.
hm roots of the Chebyshev polinomial

UM�1(h) (C8).
k = 3 � 4n elastic coefficient for plain strain

condition.
l = 2c/d dimensionless segment size (Appen-

dix C).
n Poisson’s ratio.
qr angle between the rth crack and x axis

in (A7).
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s(z) normal external load on the joint
surface (Appendix A).

sij stress tensor.
s1 remote stress perpendicular to the

joints.
t(z) tangential external load on the joint

surface (Appendix A).
t = x � h auxiliary variable in (C2) and (C3).

xm roots of the Chebyshev polinomial
TM(x) in (C8).

z = x + ih dimensionless complex variable.
x = x/c, h = y/c dimensionless rectangular coordinates.
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